Objective: To evaluate the accuracy of identifying cancer patients by use of medical claims data in a health insurance system in China, and provide the basis for establishing the claims-based cancer surveillance system in China.
Introduction
Cancer is the second most frequent cause of death in the world (1) . According to the estimate by the International Agency for Research on Cancer, in 2018, 4.29 million new cancer cases were diagnosed in China, accounting for 23.7% of the total in the world (2) . Accurate and real-time surveillance of population-level cancer incidence is requisite for effective cancer control and provision of cancer services (3) .
Medical claims data from health insurance systems constitute a potential means for identification of cancer cases, and the performance of this method has been evaluated in several previous studies (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) . For example, Medicare claims were reported to be accurate in capturing cases of breast, colorectal and endometrial cancer (6, 8) .
The HealthCore Integrated Research Database was found to be sensitive in identifying patients with non-small cell lung cancer (13) . For these studies, effective identification of cancer cases can be guaranteed by qualified and accurate diagnostic information in medical claims.
In China, the New Rural Cooperative Medical Scheme (NCMS) is one of three major nationwide medical insurance systems. In the late 1970s, fiscal decentralization led to the collapse of the rural health insurance system in China. As a result, 640 million rural residents accounting for more than half of the Chinese population became uninsured, and were thus exposed to household financial risk in the 1980s and 1990s (14) . To deal with this crisis, the China central government launched the NCMS in 2003. This is a government-run, voluntary, county-based and cost-sharing medical insurance program, which aims to improve access to healthcare services for rural residents (15) . By 2012, the NCMS had become available to almost all residents in rural China (16) .
For patients insured by NCMS, diagnosis-related information for each inpatient visit is entered and stored in the medical insurance system once the reimbursement process is completed, which makes it theoretically feasible to identify hospitalized cancer patients. A recent study used NCMS claims data as one means of following up subjects in a screening trial cohort for newly diagnosed cancer cases, supporting the potential of NCMS-claims-based cancer incidence surveillance (17) . However, before general application of this method, evaluating the accuracy of cancer diagnoses in NCMS claims at the individual level based on real-world cancer patients' data in a larger population is needed.
In the present study, we evaluated the accuracy of diagnostic information in NCMS claims by comparing the electronic medical records (EMRs) of cancer patients in two main hospitals in a high-risk area for esophageal cancer in northern China, in order to examine the potential for identifying cancer patients using claims data in the health insurance system in China.
Materials and methods

Study site
Hua County, Henan Province is an underdeveloped agricultural region in northern China (18) , with a resident population of 1.1 million and a relatively low gross domestic product per capita ($3,411 in 2017) (19) (20) (21) . As the sole medical insurance system for this rural population, the NCMS in Hua County has had coverage of over 99% since 2010 (22) . In terms of real-time reimbursement, both expense details directly related to reimbursement policies and information regarding diagnoses are recorded in the NCMS system.
Hua County People's Hospital (HCPH) is a secondary general hospital in northwestern Hua County, and Anyang Cancer Hospital (ACH), located in Anyang City 40 miles from Hua County, is a tertiary hospital which specializes in cancer treatment. For cancer patients in rural Hua County, HCPH and ACH are the two major hospitals which contributed to 43% of the total cancer-related inpatient visits in 2017 (Supplementary Figure S1 ). On this basis, we chose these two hospitals to assess the accuracy of NCMS claims for cancer patients.
Data source and sampling
In this study, the inpatient EMR systems in HCPH and ACH were regarded as the reference for diagnosis. We used the time period from January 1st, 2017 to December 31st, 2017 based on patient admission date, and exported EMRs of cancer patients in this period. With the approval of the Hua County NCMS Management Office, we obtained all of the inpatient NCMS claims records for cancer patients admitted to HCPH and ACH in 2017. Cases were identified from the records as cancer if the International Classification of Diseases (10th revision, ICD-10) codes ranged from C00 to C97 (23), or if textbased diagnoses contained any of cancer-related keywords [After thoroughly reviewing the ICD-10 (Chinese version), we extracted all the keywords indicating cancer]. For the purpose of guaranteeing data security and privacy in both the EMR systems and the NCMS system, we abstracted only variables including name, gender, birth year, admission date, text-based diagnosis and ICD-10 code. Name, gender, birth year and admission date were jointly used to match the medical record and corresponding claims record for each visit.
We obtained the EMRs for a total of 416 and 1,475 cancer inpatients admitted in 2017 to the HCPH and ACH, respectively. Quality control was performed in the beginning, and those EMRs with incomplete or obscure diagnosis-related information were excluded. Of the remaining 392 EMRs from the HCPH and 1,432 EMRs from the ACH, we randomly selected 300 and 1,200 EMRs in the HCPH and ACH, respectively. We then matched these EMRs with corresponding NCMS claims records in preparation for verification of claims-based diagnoses. We also randomly selected 300 and 1,200 NCMS claims records for NCMS-identified cancer patients in Hua County admitted to the HCPH and the ACH, respectively in 2017. To assess the accuracy of cancer diagnoses from NCMS claims, we were permitted to review the corresponding EMRs in these two hospitals.
Statistical analysis
For all analysis, the diagnoses from the EMR systems served as the gold standard. Sensitivity and positive predictive value (PPV) were used to determine the ability for correctly identifying cancer cases from claims data. Sensitivity was defined as the percentage of EMRidentified cancer patients who were correctly identified using NCMS claims data. PPV was defined as the percentage of NCMS-identified cancer patients who were correctly identified according to the EMR system.
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We calculated the sensitivity and PPV of claims-based diagnoses by hospital with a 95% exact binomial confidence interval (95% CI) (24) . These parameters were also separately reported by gender, age, and cancer site. We classified patient cancer sites into two categories as "Common" and "Other". "Common" sites included lung cancer, stomach cancer, esophageal cancer, liver cancer and breast cancer which were the five most common cancers in Henan Province according to the latest annual report (25). Comparisons between categorical variables were performed using a general Chi-square test and Fisher's exact test as appropriate. We also enumerated the reasons for underreporting or misreporting cancer patients using NCMS claims data. For all tests, a two-sided P<0.05 was considered statistically significant. All the analysis was performed using Stata (Version 15; StataCorp LLC, Texas, USA).
Ethical statement
Research protocols were approved by the Institutional Review Board of Peking University School of Oncology, Beijing, China. Prior to data export, the data provider masked private information including identity card number, phone number, address, and so on.
Results
Of all the cancer patients in the ACH which were sampled, 62.8% were less than 65 (mean age 59) years old; 58.7% were female; and 75.4% were common cancers (lung cancer, stomach cancer, esophageal cancer, liver cancer or breast cancer). Of all the cancer patients sampled in the HCPH, 51.0% were less than 65 (mean age 62) years old; 58.0% were female; and 54.0% were common cancers ( Table 1) .
Calculated by weighting the proportion of medical claims for cancer patients in Hua County in these two hospitals ( Supplementary Figure S1) , the combined sensitivity and PPV of NCMS was 93.1% and 92.1%, respectively. Specifically, the sensitivity of the NCMS was 95.2% (93.8%−96.3%) for the ACH and 92.0% (88.3%−94.8%) for the HCPH, respectively. For the ACH, no significant difference was observed between common cancers and other cancers. In the HCPH, the NCMS had a significantly higher sensitivity for identification of common cancer patients than other cancer patients (P=0.003) ( Table 1 ). In addition, the PPV of the NCMS was 97.8% (96.7%−98.5%) in the ACH and 89.0% (84.9%−92.3%) in the HCPH. For the ACH, the PPV of NCMS claims for common cancers was significantly higher than that for other cancers (P<0.001). For the HCPH, the PPV of NCMS claims tended to be higher for older male patients who suffered from common cancers (although the PPV was not significantly higher) ( Table 2) .
To determine the reasons for false negative and false positive results, the medical records of corresponding patients were further reviewed. There were 58 (4.8%) and 24 (8.0%) records of underreported cancer cases in the ACH and HCPH respectively. For the NCMS in the ACH, miscoding as unspecified diagnosis (such as abnormal findings on diagnostic imaging, or localized mass and lump), other malignant tumors or symptoms (such as hemorrhage and anemia) were common reasons for false negative results. For the NCMS in the HCPH, miscoding as symptoms ranked first among underreported cancer cases, followed by miscoding as unspecified diagnoses ( Table 3 ). In terms of false positive results, 27 of 1,200 NCMS-identified cancer cases were misreported in the ACH, with miscoding as other types of malignant tumors as the predominant reason. In the HCPH, 33 of 300 NCMS-identified cancer cases were misreported, mainly due to miscoding as other types of malignant tumors, benign tumors, or other disease at the same site ( Table 4 ).
Discussion
Traditionally, population-based cancer registries (PBCR) and active follow-up by face-to-face interview or via telephone are the two main methods for collecting cancer cases in prospective studies (26) (27) (28) . PBCR serves as the gold standard for determination of incident cancer cases (29) . In previous studies, the accuracy of identification of cancer cases using medical claims in the health insurance system has been evaluated in several other countries, such as the USA (sensitivity 91%, PPV 82%, prostate cancer) (30) , Canada (sensitivity 87%, PPV 79%, pancreatic cancer) (31) , and Japan (sensitivity 90%, PPV 87%, breast cancer) (32) . For areas not covered by PBCRs in China, claims data have the potential to provide a basis for cancer surveillance, but the accuracy of this method must first be evaluated. Based on the above, we conducted the present comparative study in a high-risk region for cancer. Through individual-level comparison of diagnoses from NCMS claims and EMRs (gold standard), we observed that NCMS claims data were accurate in identifying cancer patients.
Of all the EMRs sampled, only one had no corresponding claims record, with name, gender, birth year and admission date as matching variables. This indicates that the reimbursement rate for NCMS-insured cancer patients in Hua County is nearly 100%. In addition, as the two major hospitals for cancer patients in Hua County, the ACH (a tertiary specialized cancer hospital) and the HCPH (a secondary general hospital) respectively represent the upper and lower limits of professional level of clinical oncologists and NCMS staffs to a great extent, which largely determines the claims data quality. Thus, for NCMS claims in Hua County, the point estimate of sensitivity for identification of cancer patients is likely within the interval 92%−95%, with PPV ranging from 89% to 98%. Although the present study simply evaluated the accuracy of claims-based diagnoses for cancer patients (prevalent cases), which in terms of study design differed from the studies cited above verifying claims-based incident cases, our results are to some extent comparable with previous studies. Hence, the sensitivity and PPV for NCMS claims for cancer patients, whether from the ACH or in HCPH, are relatively high.
As mentioned, we observed variation in the accuracy of NCMS claims by hospital type. NCMS claims for the ACH were more accurate than those for the HCPH, with a 3% increase in sensitivity and a 9% increase in PPV. With further stratified analysis, we found that the difference in NCMS accuracy among cancer sites might for the most part account for this variation by hospital type. NCMS claims data for common cancer patients were more accurate, with similar sensitivity in these two hospitals. For less common cancers, NCMS accuracy in the HCPH was obviously lower than that in the ACH. This may be due to limited knowledge regarding cancer of the NCMS staff in lower grade hospitals, especially for less common cancers. After reviewing the EMRs of those incorrectly identified patients, we found that most of the errors could have been avoided. For example, during the reimbursement process, some cancer patients were recorded in the reimbursement system according to certain symptoms, such as hemorrhage and anemia, which might be related to the severity of cancer stage or the treatment cancer patients had received. This indicates that it is necessary to raise awareness of cancer diagnosis among the NCMS staff, enhance staff training and strengthen quality control procedures, especially for lower grade hospitals.
In practice, this claims-based method to identify cancer patients has obvious advantage due to its low cost as the diagnostic data are collected and restored in real-time once patients are reimbursed. As such, NCMS claims data perform well in monitoring cancer burden, and can also serve as a supplementary source of newly diagnosed cancer cases for cancer registry. For rural areas in China without cancer registries, the NCMS has the potential to play an increasingly important role in cancer incidence surveillance, where further claims-based studies are warranted.
There are several limitations to this study. Firstly, as a severe chronic disease, cancer is often fatal because it is late stage at the time of clinical presentation (33) . Hospitalization is thus the predominant path chosen by cancer patients for treatment, and can theoretically reflect cancer burden in Hua County. Based on this, we evaluated the accuracy of claims-based diagnosis for cancer patients, using inpatient EMRs only as a gold standard. However, there may still be a small proportion of cancer patients who are never hospitalized due to the severity of disease, which indicates that further studies are needed to evaluate the impact of these missed cases on the accuracy of NCMS claims. Secondly, since abstracted EMR data were provided through a request for information of cancer patients only, those patients with non-neoplastic disease were unavailable, and there was thus inadequate information for calculation of specificity (5, 34) . However, from a practical point of view, it is difficult to determine and obtain non-cancer disease data in view of the massive amount of data and limited permission for access. In addition, sensitivity and PPV can comprehensively reflect the ability of NCMS claims data for identifying cancer cases. Thirdly, though HCPH and ACH could respectively represent the lower and upper limit of the accuracy of NCMS in Hua County, we still propose the necessity of sampling cancer patients from all hospitals in Hua County in the future, provided that all the EMRs are available.
Conclusions
This comparative study has shown that it is feasible and accurate to conduct cancer surveillance in China using government-run medical insurance systems such as the NCMS. Continuous effective measures should be taken to further enhance the quality of original claims data in terms of cancer diagnosis and data entry, especially in those nonspecialized hospitals of lower grade. Medical claims databases in China, such as the NCMS system, could be broadly applied for accurate and timely reflection of local cancer burden.
